Functional Adaptation in Radiation Therapy.
The promise of adaptive therapy to improve outcomes in radiation oncology has been an area of interest and research in the community for many years. One of the sources of data that can be used to drive adaptive therapy is functional information about the tumor or normal tissues. This avenue of adaptation includes many potential sources of data including global markers and functional imaging. Global markers can be assessments derived from blood measurements, patient functional testing, and circulating tumor material and functional imaging data comprises spatial physiological information from various imaging studies such as positron emission tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, and single photon emission computed tomography. The goal of functional adaptation is to use these functional data to adapt radiation therapy to improve patient outcomes. While functional adaptation holds a lot of promise, there are challenges such as quantifying and minimizing uncertainties, streamlining clinical implementation, determining the ideal way to incorporate information within treatment plan optimization, and proving the clinical benefit through trials. This paper will discuss the types of functional information currently being used for adaptation, highlight several areas where functional adaptation has been studied, and introduce some of the barriers to more widespread clinical implementation.